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MAJ – APIRA Special Issue

Managerial Auditing Journal, recently relaunched as MAJ –

Assurance, Management Performance and Governance (MAJ), is an

international journal that advances knowledge and research in areas

that include the regulatory and professional frameworks of corporate

and public sector governance, ethics, risk and management

performance from multi-disciplinary perspectives, with a focus on audit

and assurance.

Led by joint editors Professors Barry J. Cooper (Deakin University),

Philomena Leung (Macquarie University) and Nonna Martinov-Bennie

(Macquarie University), the journal occupies a niche in the international

market by drawing on new knowledge and practice through the

dissemination of high quality research and dialogue between

academics and practitioners. Supported by a distinguished Editorial

Board, the journal upholds high standards and attracts a wide

international audience, with in excess of 289,000 articles downloaded

in 2011, predominantly from the USA, the UK, Malaysia and Australia.

With access rates highest in the USA and UK, the journal’s current

author profile consists mainly of authors from North America, followed

by Asia and Europe.

MAJ – APIRA Special Issue

The editorial team at MAJ will be working closely with the organizers of

APIRA to launch aMAJ – APIRA Special Issue. Authors whose papers

are accepted for presentation at APIRA are invited to submit their

paper to this Special Issue. Presented papers in the areas of

assurance, management performance and governance will be

considered for publication in the Special Issue. The editors are happy

to receive and select suitable papers for further refereeing so that five

to six papers will be published in this Special Issue of MAJ. Any papers

that are not published in the Special Issue will be considered for

publication in MAJ’s regular issues.

Submission instructions

Should you be interested in submitting your paper accepted for

presentation to the APIRA Conference to the MAJ – APIRA Special

Issue, we kindly request that you send it to the editorial team at

maj.editors@gmail.com accompanied by a copy of the official APIRA

acceptance letter. Submitted papers should be in the form of an

MS Word file, marked MAJ – APIRA, attached to the e-mail. The

format of the papers must follow the submission guidelines of MAJ,

available at: www.emeraldinsight.com/products/journals/

author_guidelines.htm?id=maj

Each paper will be reviewed by the editors and, if judged suitable for

this publication, will be sent to two referees for a double blind peer

review. One of the editors, if possible, will attend the presentation of

the papers at APIRA.

Please note that the deadline for submission of papers to APIRA is

31 January 2013. To submit a paper, please go to www.apira2013.

org/submission/ Acceptance of the papers for MAJ – APIRA Special

Issue will be announced subsequent to the conference.

Should you have any queries or concerns, please do not hesitate to

contact us at: maj.editors@gmail.com For further information on the

journal, please visit us at: www.emeraldinsight.com/products/

journals/journals.htm?id=maj

www.emeraldinsight.com/maj.htm


